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fn ord.er to prowid.e the tools necessar5r for its activities i:a the

-ryBqU{Hil'IAI{ fleId., the Er:ropean Cornmission has had a number of
stud.ies carried. out on various problems relating to the protection
of the environment and. the fight against pollutionn For further
i.:rfozmation on a number of these stud.ies see AIIIIEX 1.

In ad.d.ition, the European Commission has stated, in a reply to a
written guestion by Mr Glir::re, a Member of the European Parliament,
d.ealing with protective measures against D-4NGEIQUE- JBQDITTS_, that
it is eurrently d.rawing up a systematic inventory of the legal
instrurnents and. regulations of the l[ember states in this field..

Between 1969 and t97t !4IS!E_Q.OS!$ in the six nations of the
Commmity lncreased. nore steeply than during the period, 196b-69,

In October 1971 labour costs were highest in lrlest Gerurany e.nd

lowest in France. trtrthermore, the gaps between these costs i-::

the rrarious eountries have wid.ened. considerably since 1969,

basically as a result of the changes in currency parities"

fhese facts emelge pri::cipally from the statistics on rabour costs,
gross hourly i:rcreases, working hours and. the wage-earyling sector
within industry recently published. by the statisticar Office of the
Etrropean Communities (i.n the series rrsocial Statisticser, No " 5/1972).
Some information on l-abour eosts within the Comrm:nity can be found.
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The information and articles published in this Bulletin concern European scien-
tific cooperation and industrial deuelopmcnt in Europe. Hence they are not simply
confined to repofis on the d,ecisions or uiews of the Commission of the European
Communities, but couer the whole field of questions discussed in the different
circLes concerned.
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** The new agreements on the setting up a.nd operation of the 

JJ!I'ERNA'l!,~ONA~ .. _M.~LIJJ:E ':tELECOl4MU!ifCATIONS ORGANIZATION (Intelsat) 

will in all probability enter into force on 20 February 1973. 

The Member States of the enlarged Community together represent a 

share of 20.4~ in this Organization, that of the United States 

being 38. 8%. 

Comprehensive extracts from a reply by the European Commission to 

a written question by Mr Glinne, a Member of the European 

Parliament, concerning Europe's role in Intelsat can be found in 

ANNEX 3. -
** ANNE;,J contains a. selection of RECENT PUBLICATIONS acquired by 

the Scientific and Technical Libm:cy of the Commission of the 

European Communities. These oa.n be consulted on the p~mises 

(1, Avenue de Cortenberg, 1040 Brussels, office: Loi No~ 43, 

first floor) or can be loaned out. 

** Requirements concerning !_q~ 90VERmG SPECIALIZATION have 

recently been drawn up by the Commission of the European Communities 

with a view to promoting cooperation among sma.ll and medium-size 

companies. Only.agreements covering specialization concluded 

between companies supplying less than 10% of the market, with a 

total turnover, including that of certain companies linked to them 

for economic reasons, not exceeding 150 million u.a. shall be 

exempt from the ban on forming restrictive agreements. 

Apart from the agreement on mutual specialization of production, 

the parties to the contract must observe the following conditions: 

- they shall only conclude specialization agreements with other 

companies to cover identical or similar products if the other 

parties to the contmct give their consent; 

.j. 
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- when supplying the other parties to the contract with 

specialized products they shall comply l'lith the clause 

regarding minimum quality; 

- they shall buy specialist products exclusively from the other 

parties to the contract only where it is impossible to obtain 

these products on better terms from ether companies; 

- they shall grant exclusive distribution rights for the 

specialist products to the other parties to the contract; 

- they shall undertake the after-sales and guarantee service 

relating to the specialist products of the other parties to 

the contract ; 

- they shall ma.intnin minimum stocks of a.nd spare parts for the 

specialist products. 

Specialization agreements fulfilling the conditions provided for 

by the regulation covering exemption by categories do not need to 

be published in order to attain their full legal va.lidi ty. In 

order to be secure within the law from the beginning the companies 

will, in future, have to conclude their specialization agreements 

in conformity with the provisions of the regulation. 

The European Commission has also granted an extension of 10 years, 

i.e., up to 31 December 1982, of the period of validity of the 

regulation concerning ,!HE ~IQii.BL.9!TEqQR~.o~ BILA~~ 

!!WSIVIJY .fo.~'t~· This decision affects both companies, 

which thus acquire the legal security necessar,y in order to create 

a long-term distribution system, and consumers, who will benefit 

from the advantages accruing from exclusive distribution without 

being cut off from more attractive sources of supply. 
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** Within the Community, the legal instruments governing the granting 

of permits in the field of ~IJ!lAR ~.!! in each of the Member 

States do not differ substantially, but the judgments of a 

technical nature involved in the granting of these permits may 

differ according to the analyses employed and the standards, 

requirements or p:re.ctices in force. The European Commission is 

attempting to harmonize the analysis methods used in the various 

States tdth the willing cooperation of the interested parties. 

It recently pointed this out in reply to a written question from 

Mr Ra.ma.ekers 1 a Member of the European Parliament, concerning 

the harmonization of techniques and technological requirements 

in the field of nuclear safety. 

In addition, as part of the preliminaey draft of the 1973 budget, 

the European Commission has proposed that a sum of 11,000 u.a. be 

earmarked for studies on the coordination of safety criteria, 

standards and practices - a subject which has to date only been 

dealt with where specific projects were examined. 

Furthermore, in reply to a written question from Mr Vredeling, a. 

Member of the European Parliament, concerning the CONSTRUCTIOli OF 

A Nl!,C@[.IY~ .I!JANT_lN_jill3ACE, the European Commission stated 

that among the arguments advanced by the Committee for the 

Safeguarding of Fessenheim and the Rhine Plain (a pressure group 

opposed to the use of nuclear energy) , it has not discovered any 

factors enabling it to modif.Y its point of view a.s regards the 

nuclear sector, in particular tdth regard to the guarantees of 

dependability offered by this souroe of energy when used in 

electricity supply networks. 

As in the past, the Commission will help to advance knowledge and 

take or sponsor any initiative likely to further reduce, a.nd if 

possible eliminate, the harmfUl consequences for the environment 

·resulting from the production of this form of energy. 
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** During 1972 CRUDE S'I!E~PJ!Q.DU..Q.'I!:tON J!. -~ .. C_9]'~~!X of the Six 
was 113,108,000 metric tons; an increase of 9.4% over the 1971 

figure (103,376,000 tons). The table below shows the 

distribution of crude steel production throughout the Six in 

1972 and any changes in relation to 1971: 

1,000 tons 

- -
Germany France Italy Nethe r lands Belgium Luxembourg Community - .... 

1971 40,313 22,843 17,452 5,083 12,445 5,241 103,376 

1972 43,703 24,054 19,784 5,580 14,530 5,457 113,108 
-- ... -

1972/71 
% + 8.4 + 5.3 + 13.4 + 9.8 
... I • .... -

+ 16.8 + 4.1 ~ 
** The adoption of a COMIMTITY TYPE-APPROVAL PROCEDURE FOR • * e •· =r=e.e •= e-e-=~ a ~ 

ULTRA-LIGHTVlEIGHT MOTORCYCLES similar to the type-approval procedure 
e• •===•c•- =tt , 

for motor cars already adopted by the Council in 1970 has been 

approved by the European Commission, which passed on a proposal for 

a directive to this end to the Council of l!i.nisters on 4 January 1973. 

It includes a definition of a Community ultra-lightweight 

motorcycle, i.e., a two- or three-wheeled vehicle fitted with an 

engine with a maximum capacity of 50 cm3, with a maximum authorized 

weight of not more than 250 kg and a maximum design speed not 

exceeding 45 km/h. 

As both the definition of an ultra-lightweight motorcycle and the 

technical requirements in force in the various :Member States 

differ widely, the Commission feels that it has adopted a modern, 

rational definition, the aim of which is to achieve optimum 

safety conditions. 

.;. 
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Ultra-lightweight motorcycles have been divided up into two 

different categories, depending on whether they are fitted with 

pedals or not. These are known as n .. S.E,9,S" or "~" 

respectively, but there is to be no discrimination as regards 

technical, fiscal or administrative requirements. 

This proposal for a directive must be supplemented by proposals 

laying down the specifications for the various items mentioned 

in this type-approval procedure, e.g., the permissible noise 

level, engine power (in conjunction with the maximum authorized 

speed), braking, lighting, etc. 

·On 4 January 1973 - still dealing with the removal of technical 

barriers to trade - the European Comm:Ls~also adoptQd the two 

initial proposa.l.s for directives relating to the ,!!~S~ VE[.SEJt 

sector, 

Primarily this is a f:re.mework directive oovering common 

requirements governing pressure vessels and methods of checking 

these. This general proposal for a directive states the 

underlying principles which will be pursued in the specific 

directives relating to various types of equipment. 

The first of these specific proposals for directives is appended 

to this general directive in order better to illustrate the spirit 

in which the Commission intends to harmonize legislation in this 

very important sector. It relates to seamless steel ga.s bottles. 

** The European Commission has submitted a draft decision relating 

to a new system of .CO!f4Ulli .. TY AID .'ro.. Q.Q.ItiNG CQ.AJ,e_AND ~J;kiAKING 

COKE (see IRT No. 162) to the Council of Ministers. The Council -
of Ministers exa.m:ined this d.re.ft on 19 December 1972 without 

.;. 
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reaching an agreement. In the light of the exchange of views 

ta.king place it has instructed its permanent representatives to 

l'rork out the details of a proposal for a solution to the problem 

of Conmunity coking coal for stcelmaking purposes and to submit 

these details by 31 r~rch 1973 at the latest. 

** The European Commission is currently setting up a system for the 

.. ~RIO_P.IC AC~-gJ..~!....91:,.:m.R?_Rl1~l! from a group of companies 

forming a representative sample from the :E:tr.illRGY SECTOR. The ..... ,... .. .,. -=· ..--~ 

information thus obtained will enable the Commission to follow 

closely actual price movements on the market for the various 

forms of energy in the differa1t countries of the Community, to 

analyse the repercussions of these movements, to car:cy out 

detailed studies on certain specific aspects of them and to 

exchange views with the governments and. interested parties. 

This was restated by the European Commission in a reply to a 

question by Mr Glinne, a Member of the European Parliament, 

concerning a clear-cut energy pricing system, 

l'lith regard to the implementation of the rules governing 

competition contained in the EEC Treaty, the Commission stated 

that to date and according to the information relating to consumer 

sales prices in its possession, it sees no reason to assume the 

existence of agreements or restrictive practices among companies 

in the energy sector which are contra;cy to the EEC Treaty. 

** At its next meeting, which is due to be held in Brussels on 

19 Ja.nuar,y 1973, the PREST Group on SCI~niFIC AND TECHNICAL 
~ ~..,._ ........ ---~ 

~~~ FO~ will deal primarily with the report on public 

funding of R&D in the Community countries (1968-72) (see IRT No. 167), 

a comparison of national R&D plans, programmes and budgets, 

concerted action within basic research, and nuclear documaut centres. 
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IRT No. 112, 16 Janua;r 1973, P• 8 

**After consulting the Consultative Committee of the Coa.l and Steel 

Community (ECSC) , the Europea.n Commission ha.s decided to uake the 

adjustments necessitated by developments in the Community energy 

market to the provisions relating the the ALiaNMENT OF COAL SALES 

IN THE C01J.MON MARKET. For a long time now there has been no 

need to fear that the alignment, i.e., competition among coal 

producers, would lea.d to disturbances within the common market. 

Only the enlargement of the Community and the consequent 

uncertainty as regards developments on the coal market can 

justifY a limitation for the moment - in a much lower key, 

however- of this alignment. The new regulation is designed to 

anticipate any disturbances which may result from the alignment, 

but at the same time it will avoid limitations other than those 

which appear necessa:r,y to the attainment of this goal. 
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THE_EURO~ CO:r.NIS~IO! IS HAVnm ~-~R OF STUDIES CARRIED OUT ON 

THE PROTECTIOll OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE FIGHT AGAINST POLWTION 

In order to provide the tools required for its activities in the field 

of the environment, the European Col1lllli.ssion has had a number of 

studies carried out on various problems relating to the protection of 

the environment and the fight against pollution. These include in 

particular the following: 

1. A study on. the possibilities· and problems bound up with the 

introduction of CR certificates for industrial products, i.e., 

documents certifying the quality of a product from an environmental 

point of view. 

2. A study of the ~omic tools of an environmental policy (standards, 

taxes, duties, joint projects, aid, etc.). Above all this will be 

a matter of stating the advantages and dra.wba.oks of the various 

tools and methods, depending upon the objectives pursued. 

3. A stud,y of the 2Eonomic reg~rq,uss~oa.~ of the various approaches to 

an environmental policy. More specifically this involves a study" 

of the economic consequences of different assessments by the public 

authorities in the Member States of the danger presented by 

pollutants, the environmental quality standards to be achieved, the 

methods of passing on the cost of anti-pollution measures, methods. 

of monitoring and control and repressive measures. 

4. A critical study of the legal clauses and provisions relating to 

the fight against the pollutio11.of the s.e,a!J• 
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IRT No. 112..b 16 Ja.nuar:y 1973, ~ 1 p. 2 

5. A study of movements in SUPJ2;l.y a.nd de~d as reee:rds 62ods a.nd 

services in the sphere of environmental protection (in West Gel"lDB.l'ly 

and Belgium). This· will cover pollution-measuring devices and 

equipment designed to reduce air and water pollution, devices aimed 

at reducing noise, plants for the reola.ma.tion of raw mterials and 

energy, activities linked with the supervision and implementation 

of legal and administrative requirements and regulations, and 

information and educational activities relating to the protection 

of the environment. 

6. A forward study on the environment W, .th.!. me.elo,£ol:;.,s. currently 

forming in north-western Europe, which will analyse the mul tifa.rious 

influences on the environment due to the accelerated process of 

population concentration and urbanization, and will single out the 

various measures to be contemplated so that this process ma.y ta.ke 

place under the best possible conditions. 

7. A definition of the nature and economic and social consequences of 

the problems raised by ~oastal poll~~~· 

8. A supplementary study on the poll,ution o_f the Rhine aimed at adding 

to a study in the process of completion by providing more specific 

information on the quality standards to be adopted for the waters 

of the Rhine and also more detailed lmowledge of the effect of the 

various types of pollution present in this river. 

9. A study on the RQll,ution of watez: .bz. the petrochemical industrz, the 

aim of which will be in particular to ascertain the material 

resources required to out down on pollution and also to evaluate the 

investments required. 
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IRT 1fo. ,172,_1.2_J,!r~ua.ry 1973, AlrnEX 1 l!--...3 

10. A study of the problems of ,indp._~t.rial waste in relation to the 

principal industrial activities involved in the Member States of 

the Community. 

11. A stuczy of the technical and economic problems involved in the 

c:\;isposal of used o;,_l in the Community with a view to formulating 

the best possible Community solution as regards environmental 

protection and the smooth operation of the common market. 

12. A preliminary stud,y of B,oJ,se poh,ll!i.i.Q!! which will list the 

characteristics, effects and potential offered by technology in 

the fight against noise, and in particular that caused by traffic 

on major roads and by airports, trains, underground railways and 

trams. 

13. A feasibility study of a d}!t.!..!?.a.nls.coyering chemical polluta.n,1s. 

14. A stuczy on the critical analysis of the O&M of ~ter nan~me_at 

in the Member and Acceeding States of the Community. 

15. A stuczy of the equipment and techniques used for l!!easu!:_ing air 

JlOJl~~ with a view to harmonizing methods of measuring 

atmospheric pollution. 

16. A study of the equipment and techniques used for measuring the 

principal .1a..ollutants of fresh water with a view to their 

harmonization. 

17. A bibliographical study of the economic consequences of the damage 

and nuisance caused by atmo~heri.Q,.ROllution by so2• 

18. A preliminar,y study of the pollution caused by the production of 

,a_:i_trate and l'llOSJlh,ate _:t:ertilize~. 
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IRT :tfo. '172, 16 Ja.nua.r:y 127~& ANNEX: 2 p.1 

¥J30UR COSTS, GJ!OSS HOttRLY !!.CREASES, ,WOJUQ!G l!Q.URS fJID THE 

WAGE-EARNING. SECTOR IN INDUSTRY 

Between 1969 and 1971 labour costs within the six countries of the 

Community increased more steeply than during the period 1966-69. In 

October 1971 labour costs were highest in West Germany, and lowest in 

F:mnce. Furthermore, the gaps between these costs in the various 

countries have widened considerably sinoe 1969, basically as a result 

of the changes in currency parities (devaluation of the Frenoh franc 

and revaluation of the Germen mark). 

These facts emerge principally from the statistics on labour costs, 

gross ~ourly increases, working hours and the wa.ge-ea.ming sector 

within indust:cy recently published by the Statistical Office of the 

European Communities (in the series entitled "Socio.l Statistics", 

No. 5/1972). 

When expressed as a. percentage of the average hourly cost in West 

Germa.ny (for the whole of indust:cy), the relative level of these costs 

in the other countries ha.s varied as follows from 1969 to October 1971: 

1.2.22 October 1971 

West Genna.ny 100 100 
F.re.nce 85% 72% 
Italy . 80% 81% 
Netherlands 98% 94% 
Belgium 97% 91% 
Luxembourg 106% 91% 
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From April 1971 to April 1972 the rate of increase in nominal gains 

remained very high everywhere. Over this same period increases were 

recorded of about 14% in Italy, slightly over 12% in Belgium and 

France, roughly 11% in Luxembourg and 10% in Germany. 

Among the w.rious sectors of activity the greatest increases were in 

the tobacco industry ( +16%) in West Germany, in the vegetable and 

animal fats i.ildustry ( +25%) in France, in the glassma.king industry 

( +40%) in Italy, in the plastics industry ( +17%) in Belgium and in 

printing and publishing ( +27%) in Luxembourg. 

However, account should also be taken of rises in the cost of living. 

In real terms upward movements in average nominal increases for the 
. . . 

whole of industry corresponds to an increase in purchasing power for 

the period April 1971-April 1972 of the order of 9% in Italy, 7% in 

Belgium, 6% in France and Luxembourg, and 4% in Germany. 

Workin_g hours 
~-·· t 

:The working week for industrial workerS has continued to grow shorter 

in every country. It lies between barely 42 hours in Italy and 

al~ost. 45 hours ·in France, where 'it is still the highest (throughout 

industry). This general avere.ge is, however, influenced by a 

relatively long working week in the building trade (over 50 hours in 

Luxembourg and about 48 hours in France). 

The manufacturing industry, taken as an isolated example in April 1972, 

worked 44 hours in France, 43 hours in Germany, about 42 hours in 

Luxembourg and Italy and 4~ hours in Belgium. 
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_II!T ltQ.!. .1J2 a..J 6 J~a.;tz .!213, M1NEX 3 p. 1 

THE ROLE ASSIGNED TO EUROPE IN THE INTERNATIONAL SATELLITE 
.... a e --&.;~- - 0' t•• •• - • $ '$ ·- .- ..... 

JEJ#.:Q.O.~CATJ.O~ _ORqAN_l~~!QN i~I.Sjl!). 

(based on a. reply from the European Commission to a written question 

by Mr Glinne, Member of the European Parliament) 

-·------------------------~---------~------·----~--·-·-···----------------~~--

In all probability the new agreements covering the setting up and 

operation of the International Satellite Telecommunication Organization 

(Intelsat) will come into force on 20 Februar,y 1973 (see IRT No. 115). 

Under the terms of the new agreements, Comsat, the representative of 

the United States at the Assembly of Signatories and at the C?uncil of 

Governors, shall continue to act as manager of Intelsat•s space 

activities under a. long-term contract concluded with Intelsat fora 

period of six years. The United States - and Comsat - will thus 

.. <.?.o_n_t:!:_;lUe_to~a.Y 8:, le!:.d.in_g _£a;rt J.n--.1...11!.~}3~· Although Europe 

continues to play a relati~e~ marginal role in Intelsat - although 

this is now mare important than· at the time of the provisional 

agreeoent - is largely because it is currently not in a position to 

offer Intelsat the technical services supplied by the United States 

rather than owing to a lack of unity among its Member States. As 

long as a united Europe does not share in the utilization of this 

system, i.e., a share of the votes, to the same extent as the United 

States, and as long as its progress in space technology does not allow 

it at least to offer satellites comparable with those supplied by the 

United States, Europe has little chance of improving its position to 

any significant extent. The Member States of Intelsat who have all 

signed the new agreements - including the Member States of the future 

enlarged Community - are all ver,y alive to this tact. 
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Ll'l general tems the European Co~ssi~n feels with regard to the role 

of Comsat (consortium of telecommunications undertakin~ organizing 

the use of sa.telli tes) that work in the public service shall not be 

hindered by private interests. In addition, since Comsat will act as 

the manager of Intelsat under a six-year contract starting from .the 

al'ltr,y into force 'of the new agreements, the European countries should 

seek and propose an alternative solution when this contract expires. 

Since this is an ~e~~tJ-..£.:r;l!J-.~. t~l~<?_o~.:i:.Q.S.,:tionf?_s.e~~ (and n~t one 
of the other types of space application for which operational problems 

could occur in a different foro), the idea of a single system of 

satellites working on a global system to give world coverage is 

reasonable in that ~t fosters the hope of optimum utilization of the 

system and consequently of a reduction in the cost of the service. 

Th~ spreading of the cost over a large number of operators enables the 

cost of subscribing to the circuit to be ~~fficiently low for it to be 

accessible eve1 to countries with a low density of messages to be 

transmitted. Under the terms of the neN agreements, each countr,y is 

to participate in the investment in Intelsat in proportion to the use 

it make.s of the system and will receive annual interest on its share 

in the investment. If, under these conditions, the management of the 

system as a whole is such that the interests of all of the members are 

respected equally, it is nature~ that care should be taken that some 

of the participants in the Intelsat system should not be able to set 

up competing networks since this would benefit them alone, caus1.ng 

damage wh.tch would be spread throughout the rest of the me11bers of the 

organization. 

The CcmmiAsion does not feel that the Member States of the enlarged 

Comu'l"~ni +v s:'J.ould, in the longe:t' ·cem, envise,ge the setting u;> of a 

Europe~ intercontinental telecOJ,'JllUl:ice.tions system which ~,rouJ i to 

some extent duplicate Intelsat, becauae of the economic appeal of 
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using a single global system. However, it is of the opinion that, 

along with the other European countries, they cnn develop what the 

Intelsat agreements do not prohibit - a regional satellite 

telecommunications system - for the purpose of meeting the increasing 

demand for a telecommunications service covering the European 

continent and fostering their teclmology in this field. Against 

this backdrop it will be appropriate to examine the potential role 

of the recently formed private company EUROSAT. 

Furthermore, the European Commission is also of the opinion that the 

Member States of the Community should join with the other European 

countries and the ~~ in order to improve their position during the 

period of final organization which will co~enoe on the entr,y .into 

force of the new agreements. 

The Commission also thinks that the Member States of the future 

enlarged Community, which together represent 20.4% of the organization 

as opposed to the 38.8% share held by the United States, should join 

together at a ColllL1Ul1.i ty level and !!.E!.:tin~.!h,eir .c.olllnlon J10licy_ _wi t¥P 

Intelsat in relation to the industrial and technological development --
policy which they are implementing at a Community level. They oan 

in addition act within the broader spectrum of the wide-ranging 

negotiations between Europe and the United States. Finally, the 

Coilllnission, which has been persuaded that Europe's position within the 

Intelsat organization is linked l-dth the development of ita own space 

teclmology potential, hopes that ~~m.,P.!.r_S_tB:,tea will define_ anc! 

~ut_,el,;y;Ja,ursue t!. .. l_on.a:-:tJl.I'f!...S.~U.o.!.,i_c;z:, the benefits of which they 

could, moreover, reap in several other fields apart from Intelsat. 
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS -................... .... . ... -------
acquired by the Scientific o.nd Technical Library of the Commission of 

the European Communities which can be consulted on the premises 

(1 avenue de Cortenberg, 1040 Brussels, Office: Loi 43, first floor) 

or can be talcen out on loan 

ENVIRONlm:NT ..................... 

- System Simulation to Test Environmental Policy: A Sample Study of 

DDT Movement in the Environment (EU 16382) 

Jrjrgen Randers & Denis L. Meadows 

lllassa.chusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, l~ass., 1971. 

- Kohienmono:xid - Entstehung, r..tessung und Wirkungskriterien (EU 6831 ( 180)) 

VEREIN DEUTSCHER INCMN'IEURE 

VDI-Verlag, Dttsseldorf, 1972. 

ENERGY ··- .. -· 
- Energy Resources and the Environment - Proceedings of the 4th Planning 

Conference, Varennes, Quebec, 10-11 January 1972 (EU 16484 ( 4)) 
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